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Radical decarbonisation is a must
• Net zero by 2050
• Long-haul logistics = diesel engines, because:

– Ubiquitous diesel HGV fuelling stations
– No reliable national network of static rapid 

chargers
– Hydrogen still in infancy

• Long-haul needs to play its part – but how?



HGVs vs LGVs
1. HGVs have much higher energy usage (faster, heavier)

– Around 2.0kWh/km vs. 0.2 for an LGV
– Diesel much more energy dense than batteries, and cheaper
– 1000 km of range:

• diesel fuel (300L) ≈ 275kg [ no cost, diesel ≈ £600/tank ]
• battery (2MWh) ≈ 10,000 kg [ $132/kWh ≈ £250,000 ]

2. HGVs travel over longer distances (>1000km) between returns to 
depot, sometimes over days (tramping)

– HGVs travel on inter-urban routes through strategic road 
network (SRN)

– Rural sections exhibit sparse coverage of charge opportunities 
in comparison to cities

1000 km
= 10T



Charge-on-the-move
• Electric road system (ERS): either via:

– Pantograph, catenary, HVAC
– “Foot”, charge in road, DC

• Either way, on-board battery 
requirement reduces significantly

• Allows for simultaneous motive and 
battery charging

• 3 UK configurations identified:
– Lite (5500 lane-km); Medium (11000 

lane-km); Heavy (17000 lane-km)



Route choice

• Origin: Swindon (near 
M4)

• Destination: Newton 
Aycliffe (near A1M)

• ERS-Lite configuration 
(major trunk roads 
only)

• 389km / 4.14hrs by 
quickest route



Software implementation
• Base package: GraphHopper 

version 0.13.0 (Peter Karich, 
September 2019, Apache 
Licence 2.0)

• Open source routing engine 
supporting offline requests 
based on imported 
OpenStreetMap data

• Overall aims:
1. Inclusion of extra ERS 

weighting parameter
2. “Mark” the relevant road links 

within map as ERS-enabled



Software implementation

1 - Inclusion of extra ERS weighting parameter
2 - “Mark” the relevant road links within map as ERS-enabled

Objectives

Obj# Base class Alteration Rationale

2 GraphHopper 
[duplicated and 
altered]

Implements new 
IChangeableHopper
interface

Allows developer to 
alter the properties of 
road network graph

1 ERS weight parameter can 
be retrieved from encoding

Tells graph solver how 
to deal with ERS road 
links

2 Support for new 
FastestERSWeighting
solver

Allows feed through of 
user-specified 
parameter

2 ChangeGraphHelper
[duplicated and 
altered]

Can now read and write 
Boolean “ers” flag to and 
from road network graph

Allow graph first to be 
marked with ERS 
roads, then read at 
routing request



Software implementation

1 - Inclusion of extra ERS weighting parameter
2 - “Mark” the relevant road links within map as ERS-enabled

Objectives

Obj# New class Functionality Rationale

2 IChangeableHopper Replace GraphHopperAPI as 
interface for main algorithm

Allows changes to be 
made to the road network 
graph2 Expose changeGraph method

1 FastestERSWeighting Extend FastestWeighting
objective

Allow provision of extra 
parameter e for the ERS 
weight (0…1)

1 Calculate base objective weight 
x from FastestWeighting
base class.

e=0 means the ERS is 
“free”; e=1 reproduces 
non-ERS behaviour

1 If off the ERS, return x; else 
return e*x



Software implementation
Obj# New class Functionality Rationale

2 CarERSFlagEncoder Ensure that the ERS road link 
flag is registered as final 1 bit 
of encoding

Incorporates the ERS 
definition into the routing 
calculation

1,2 ERSFlagEncoderFactory Extends default encoder, 
adding capability to set e
and returning a  
CarERSFlagEncoder object

Ensures e can be passed 
through for further 
computation when the 
vehicle is given as car, 
passing through e

1 - Inclusion of extra ERS weighting parameter
2 - “Mark” the relevant road links within map as ERS-enabled

Objectives



Deployment in analysis
• Creating a GraphHopper object with ERS 

amendment capabilities:
– Make a new ERSFlagEncoderFactory

with the required weight e and a new 
GraphHopper object; set the GH to use 
the factory before loading in the road 
network in the usual way

– “Mark” the GH object with a set of ERS 
roads corresponding to the geographical 
points present in the required ERS definition 
when imported from a shapefile

• This uses GraphHopper’s internal routines to 
find the closest road sections to the ERS 
definitions as given, ensuring the ERS 
capability “snaps” to the road network

ERS-Medium



Previous example
• Option 1: no preference for ERS

– Routes via Cotswolds to Leicester
– 4.14 hours / 323 kWh battery

• Option 2: slight preference for ERS
– Goes via Gloucester then M42
– 4.24 hours / 110 kWh battery
– Long non-ERS leg replaced by two shorter 

ones
• Option 3: heavier preference for ERS

– Gloucester then M62
– 4.53 hours / 104 kWh battery
– Only a small improvement in battery size 

requirement
• Option 4: very heavy preference for ERS

– Via M25 and M1
– 5.11 hours / 20 kWh battery
– Negligible battery requirement but nearly 1 hour 

longer



Distance vs battery trade-off
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Equation for value of time saved
• Can we attach real-world logistical meaning to the parameter 

e – apart from the clear meaning at the two extremes? (e=0: 
“free”, e=1: no effect)

• In a normal scenario, two competing routes P and Q will be 
weighted by time.

• Let route P take p seconds and route Q take q seconds, so P 
is chosen over Q iff p<q

• If p<q but P has no ERS and Q is entirely ERS, then P will 
still be chosen iff 𝑝𝑝 < 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 1−𝑒𝑒

𝑒𝑒
< 𝑞𝑞−𝑝𝑝

𝑝𝑝
• For example, choosing e=0.8 means route P is chosen iff Q 

takes less than 1−𝑒𝑒
𝑒𝑒

= 0.25 (25%) longer

e (1-e)/e e (1-e)/e

0.1 900% longer 0.8 25% longer

0.25 300% longer 0.833333 20% longer

0.5 100% longer 0.909091 10% longer

0.666667 50% longer 0.952381 5% longer

If ERS-enabled, longer ERS 
route is chosen if it is less than:



Impact of this research
We have shown:
• Routing alternatives can be calculated that are 

explicitly informed by an ERS configuration
• A schema whereby a trade-off between travel 

time and expected battery depletion can be 
used to make considered logistics decisions

• That the calibration parameter has a real-world 
interpretation in the simple case of “all vs none”



Thank you
Any questions?
a.gripton@hw.ac.uk
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